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Until recently, modern research in business cycle theory has been guided almost entirely by the view that fluctuations in the overall level of economic activity are the result of exogenous shocks to the fundamental conditions of a dynamically stable economic system. By this view, booms and recessions are attributable to random changes in the availability of profitable investment opportunities, the propensity to save, the stance of macroeconomic policy, population, international terms of trade, the distribution of demand, etc., either contemporaneous or lagged, or to the arrival of information signalling such changes. The view was first given formal expression by Frisch (1933) and Slutzky (1937), but goes back at least to Jevons (1884), to whom sunspots were a real fundamental, and is embodied today in the New Classical models of Lucas (1975) and others, and in the equilibrium real business cycle theories of such authors as Kydland and Prescott (1982).

Several recent authors have begun to revive a competing view of business cycles, according to which fluctuations would occur even if fundamental conditions were to remain unchanged over time. This view has two variants. The first sees fluctuations as endogenous, as resulting from a failure of the economic system to settle down to a stationary state even in the absence of shocks. For example, in the nonlinear multiplier–accelerator models of Goodwin (1951) and Hicks (1950) full employment equilibrium is unstable, but various floors and ceilings prevent activity from exploding or imploding, and thus keep it fluctuating indefinitely. Earlier writers accepted this view as the most natural, without the benefit of much formal analysis, perhaps by analogy to the variety of cycles exhibited in nature. Indeed the very terminology of business cycles implies the view that cycles, not rest, constitute the
natural motion of the economic system. This variant has recently been formalized by authors whose nonlinear systems exhibit either periodic equilibria (Grandmont, 1985), or chaos (Day, 1982).

The second variant of the competing view attributes fluctuations to random waves of optimism and pessimism that are unrelated to fundamental conditions. This view is often attributed to Keynes, who argued that entrepreneurs' animal spirits were an important determinant of investment, but it could equally be attributed to Mill or Hayek, and goes back at least as far as Thornton. It has recently been revived by the work of Azariadis (1981), Woodford (1988), and others, on what are commonly (but misleadingly, in the light of Jevons' views) referred to as sunspot equilibria. This work has shown that animal spirits can have an influence even in rational-expectations equilibria. People condition their expectations about, say the rate of return to investment, on some extraneous random variable. Belief that this variable signals changes in the rate of return can be self-fulfilling. When it increases unexpectedly (read: when animal spirits rise) people undertake actions that will, on average, make the equilibrium return rise as expected.

This paper constructs a model of a rational-expectations animal-spirits cycle. The objective is twofold. The first is to show by construction that such cycles do not depend upon the assumption, common to all the recent sunspot literature, that fluctuations in aggregate employment are driven by fluctuations in the expected rate of inflation, which induce workers to vary the amount of labor offered for sale. Consider, for example, the model of Azariadis. It is a simple overlapping generations model of money, in which the demand for money/supply of labor schedule is backward bending. The expectation of a high rate of inflation can be self-fulfilling, because it induces an increase in the quantity of money demanded, which causes an instantaneous fall in the price level (assuming a constant money supply), which will indeed be followed by a high rate of inflation when the price level returns to normal. Likewise, the expectation of a low rate inflation can be self-fulfilling. In an animal-spirits equilibrium, the young are induced to supply much labor when expected inflation is high, and little when it is low.
Woodford (1988) has shown that animal–spirits cycles are not restricted to the overlapping–generations model, and that they can be achieved without the possibly objectionable assumption of a backward–bending labor–supply schedule. However, even in this model, variations in the expected rate of inflation play an important role in determining variations in the amount of labor supplied.

There are well–known empirical reasons to doubt that the aggregate supply of labor is highly responsive to the return from work. There are particularly good reasons to doubt that the elasticity of that response is sufficiently negative to be consistent with the Azariadis model. Furthermore, nothing in the literature on the (non)supernatunity of money suggests that expected inflation has an empirically significant effect on that return.¹ Thus the case for animal–spirits cycles will likely remain unconvincing to all but a small number of economists until the cycles can be exhibited in models with empirically more plausible propagation mechanisms.

The present paper attempts to do just that. It exhibits an animal–spirits cycle in a model with no role assigned to expected inflation. Instead, it follows Diamond's (1984) suggestion of deriving the cycle from transaction–externalities that produce multiple stationary equilibria. The particular model used is a variant on one that we have developed elsewhere. (Howitt and McAfee, 1988).

We model animal spirits as an exogenous random variable that follows a two–state Markov process, switching between high and low. When spirits are high, firms expect a high level of employment, and hence a high level of aggregate demand. The prospect of high demand reduces the expected cost of contacting a potential customer in the output market. This encourages firms to hire more vigorously, thus validating the original expectation. Likewise, when spirits are low firms expect low employment and low aggregate demand, and are induced to fulfill these expectations by hiring less.

Employment does not just oscillate between two static equilibrium levels. Instead, it follows a random mixing of two separate autoregressive processes.² When spirits are high,
employment rises asymptotically towards a high stationary level, according to a first-order linear difference equation. When spirits are low, it falls asymptotically towards a low stationary level, according to a different first-order difference equation.

The downturns of this cycle have much in common with Keynes’s account of depressions in the *General Theory*. Not only is the downturn driven by a fall in animal spirits, but the positive feedback between the actual and expected levels of employment acts like a multiplier process. What makes firms reduce hiring is not the variation in some market price, or expected market price, but a non-price signal, in the form of higher selling costs. What makes total work-effort fall is not the voluntary decision of workers to sell less labor but the increased difficulty of finding job offers when firms have cut back on hiring. The fact that wage and price rigidities play no role in the downturn is also consistent with the intention of the *General Theory*.

The second objective of the paper is to address one of the most troubling questions concerning animal-spirits cycles, namely how would people ever acquire the beliefs underlying such a cycle. More precisely, suppose that people were not endowed with rational expectations but instead formed their expectations through some plausible adaptive learning scheme. Would the sequence of temporary equilibria converge to one where animal spirits mattered, or would people learn to ignore the fundamentally extraneous information?

This question is the sort addressed by the literature on convergence to rational expectations (for example, Frydman and Phelps, 1983). In this case the rational expectations are the ones underlying the animal-spirits cycle. Recent work by George Evans (1989) shows that in many models learning will not converge to a rational-expectations equilibrium with extraneous conditioning variables. We show this is not the case in the present model under Bayesian learning. Starting from an initial situation in which everyone has diffuse priors, beliefs will converge on those of the rational-expectations animal-spirits cycle with positive probability.
1. **THE MODEL**

There is a fixed number of identical firms and a unit mass of identical workers per firm. They interact in two markets—for output and labor—using pure inside money that plays no explicit role in analysis. Time is discrete. Each period there are \( \delta \) new workers born (per firm), where \( \delta \in (0,1) \), and each existing worker has the constant probability \( \delta \) of dying. Firms live forever. Everyone has the same additive linear preferences over lifetime consumption, with the subjective discount factor \( \beta \in (0,1) \).

Each newborn worker enters the labor market and begins searching for a firm. Once matched, a worker will bargain with the firm, and the bargain will result in a lifetime employment contract requiring the worker to devote his entire endowment of labor services to producing output for the firm, and giving the worker the fraction \( w \) each period of the current value of the match. Work begins the period after the match has been made, at which time the worker withdraws from further search.

The value of a match in period \( t \) is \( f g(n_t) \), where \( f > 0 \) is the constant marginal product of labor, \( n_t \) is aggregate employment per firm, and \( g(n_t) \) is one minus the cost per unit of selling output. This cost depends negatively on \( n_t \) because of a transaction—externality. As in Diamond (1982) or Howitt (1985), higher employment means higher aggregate demand and more willing customers, and this is assumed to reduce the marginal cost of contacting a willing customer. Firms are small enough that they treat \( n_t \) as given. Assume:

1. For each \( n \in [0,1] \), \( g(n) \) is continuously differentiable, with \( 0 \leq g(n) \leq 1 \) and \( g'(n) > 0 \).

Let \( \lambda_t \) be the expected value to the firm of hiring an additional worker at \( t \). It follows that:

\[
\lambda_t = \beta(1-\delta)E_t[f(1-w)g(n_{t+1}) + \lambda_{t+1}]
\]

where \( E_t \) denotes the firm's expectation conditional on information at \( t \).
The matching technology works as follows. At any date $t$ there will be a mass $1 - n_t$ of unemployed workers per firm, all searching for a firm. (In equilibrium employed workers cannot gain from searching.) A firm that wishes to contact the fraction $\theta_t$ of these searchers must pay a cost $c_t \theta_t$ in the form of output used in the recruiting process. The cost parameter $c_t$ is an iid random variable whose mean is $c > 0$. The realization of $c_t$ is not known at the time of the hiring decision. Thus the firm's expected recruiting cost per contact is $\frac{E_t c_t}{(1-n_t)}$. Since all contacts result in a hire, this is also the expected recruiting cost per worker hired. It is an increasing function of aggregate employment because of an externality implicit in the above discussion. Specifically, an increase in the number of searching workers allows the firm to make more contacts at no extra cost.

This matching technology can be derived from more primitive assumptions, as in Howitt and McAfee (1987) by assuming that each searching worker goes through space in a random direction, and at a constant speed, until encountering the recruiting net cast by a firm, and that the recruiting nets cover the fraction $\theta_t$ of space.

For simplicity we make the special assumption that the technology allows only two possible values of $\theta_t$, 0 or h, where h is a positive fraction. Each firm will compare the cost per hire with the benefit. Thus it will set:

$$\theta_t = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } \lambda_t < \frac{E_t c_t}{(1-n_t)} \\ h & \text{if } \lambda_t > \frac{E_t c_t}{(1-n_t)} \end{cases}$$

Since all firms are identical, employment will obey:

$$n_{t+1} = \begin{cases} n^L(n_t) = (1-\delta)n_t & \text{if } \lambda_t < \frac{E_t c_t}{(1-n_t)} \\ n^H(n_t) = (1-\delta)[n_t + h(N-n_t)] & \text{if } \lambda_t > \frac{E_t c_t}{(1-n_t)} \end{cases}$$

where $n_0$ is given by history. Given any expectation mechanism, equations (2) and (3) constitute the equilibrium conditions of the model.
2. PERFEKT FORSIGHT

As we have shown (1988) in a continuous—time version of this model, there may be many perfect foresight equilibria starting from the same initial employment level. Here we focus on two of them, corresponding to what Diamond and Fudenberg (1989) call the pessimistic and optimistic paths. Along the pessimistic path everyone correctly believes that there will be no recruiting, and employment falls gradually to zero through attrition. Along the optimistic path everyone correctly believes that all firms will actively recruit at all times, and employment asymptotically approaches a stationary value \( n^H \in (0,1) \).

The possibility that each of these paths might constitute a perfect foresight equilibrium starting from the same level of employment arises because of the transaction externality. Starting from \( n_0 < n^H \), if everyone expects the economy to follow the optimistic path they will expect the cost of selling output to fall continually, because \( g' > 0 \). The prospect of low future costs will have a positive effect on the current value of hiring, through (2). This may be enough to justify current hiring, according to (3), and hence to fulfill the optimistic expectation. On the other hand, if everyone expects the economy to follow the pessimistic path then the prospect of high future costs resulting from low future employment might depress the value of hiring by enough to fulfill the pessimistic expectation.

More formally, define:

\[
n^H = \frac{(1-\delta)h}{(1-\delta)h + \delta} \in (0,1).
\]

For any \( n \in [0,1] \), define:

\[
\lambda^L(n) = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \beta^i (1-\delta)^i f(1-w)g[(1-\delta)^i n]
\]

and

\[
\lambda^H(n) = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \beta^i (1-\delta)^i f(1-w)g[n^H + (1-\delta)^i (1-h)^i (n-n^H)].
\]

Then \( \lambda^L(n) \) (resp. \( \lambda^H(n) \)) would be the value of hiring when employment equalled \( n \) if people had perfect foresight and the economy were on the pessimistic (resp. optimistic) path. If:
(4) \( \lambda^L(n) < c/(1 - n) < \lambda^H(n) \) for all \( n \in [0, n^H] \),

then for all \( n_0 \in [0, n^H] \), both the pessimistic and optimistic paths are perfect foresight equilibria; that is, they satisfy (2) and (3) with \( E_t \) interpreted as the identity operator in (2) and \( E_t c_t = c \) in (3).

Condition (4) is illustrated in Figure 1. An example is given by:

\[
g(n) = n/(1+\varepsilon);
\]
\[
\varepsilon > 0, \ h = 1, \ 1 > \delta > (1 + \varepsilon)/4;
\]
\[
f = \frac{4c[1-\beta(1-\delta)^2]}{(1-w)\beta(1-\delta)^2}.
\]

This is verified in Appendix A. The example is obviously robust, since small perturbations in any parameter or in \( g \) will leave the strict inequalities (4) satisfied. Note that what makes it possible to satisfy (4) is the transaction externality implied by (1); i.e. the fact that \( g' > 0 \). Because of this, the value of hiring is an increasing function of employment, and is higher when people expect employment to rise than when they expect it to fall.

3. ANIMAL–SPIRITS CYCLES

An animal–spirits cycle is a cycle in which employment stays in \( [0, n^H] \) and switches randomly between the optimistic and pessimistic paths. Which path the economy is on at \( t \) depends upon the value of an extrinsic random variable \( s_t \in \{L,H\} \), which we call animal spirits. When spirits are high (\( s_t = H \)) every firm recruits. When spirits are low (\( s_t = L \)) none recruits. Animal spirits follow a two–state Markov process with transition matrix:

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
    a^{LL} & a^{LH} \\
    a^{HL} & a^{HH}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
    1-a^L & a^L \\
    a^H & 1-a^H
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( a^L (a^H) \) is the probability of change when spirits are low (high). These probabilities are independent of the random hiring cost \( c_t \).
Formally, for any $n_0 \in [0,n^H]$, the animal–spirits cycle (ASC) is the random sequence $(n_{t+1})_0^\infty$ satisfying:

\[ n_{\tau+1} = n^{i}(n_{\tau}) \text{ if } s_{\tau} = i; \quad i = L, H \]

for all $\tau = 0, 1, \ldots$. It is straightforward to verify that the ASC remains in $[0,n^H]$ forever.

Let $\hat{\lambda}(n,i,a)$ be the continuous real–valued function on $K \equiv [0,n^H] \times \{L,H\} \times [0,1]$, defined by the functional equation:

\[ \hat{\lambda}(n,i,a) = \beta(1-\delta)[f(1-w)g(n^{i}(n)) + \sum_{j=L}^{H} a^{ij}\hat{\lambda}(n^{i}(n), j,a)] \]

where $a = (a^{L}, a^{H})$. This function defines the rational expectation of the value of hiring when current employment is $n$, the current state of animal spirits is $i$, the transition probabilities are $a$, and the economy is following an ASC. If

\[ \hat{\lambda}(n,L,a) < c/(1-n) < \hat{\lambda}(n,H,a) \text{ for all } n \in [0,n^H] \]

then the ASC will be a rational–expectations equilibrium; that is, it will satisfy (2) and (3) with $E_t$ interpreted as the mathematical expectation conditional on $(n_{t},s_{t})$.

A robust example satisfying (6) can be constructed because in the degenerate case where $a = 0$ the rationally expected value of hiring when spirits are high (low) is exactly the perfect–foresight value on the optimistic (pessimistic) path. That is, $\hat{\lambda}(n,i,0) = \hat{\lambda}^{i}(n)$. Thus any example satisfying (4) satisfies (6) when $a = 0$. Since $\hat{\lambda}$ is continuous it will also satisfy (6) for some strictly positive values of $a$.

In short, even though expectations are driven by animal spirits they can be rational. People may rationally anticipate the waves of optimism and pessimism that keep employment fluctuating forever. What drives the boom is the expectation of rising aggregate demand, not expectations of inflation.
4. **LEARNING ANIMAL SPIRITS IN A SIMPLIFIED MODEL**

A rational—expectations interpretation of mob psychology may seem incongruous. It also begs the question of how anyone would ever arrive at such peculiar expectations (see Evans, 1989). Both of these considerations suggest modelling expectations according to a more adaptive scheme that does not endow firms *ab initio* with beliefs consistent with the model. This section presents a simplified version of the model and shows that beliefs can converge to the rational expectations of the ASC under Bayesian learning even though everyone's priors are diffuse. The next section extends the analysis to the full model.

Intuitively, spurious correlation between the animal spirits signal $s_t$ and recruitment cost $c_t$ can cause firms to condition the hiring intensity $\theta_t$ on $s_t$. This spurious correlation eventually disappears; however, the data produced continue to exhibit a correlation between $s_t$ and $\theta_t$, which does not vanish, and, indeed, becomes perfect.

The model is simplified by having workers live for exactly two periods with certainty, instead of having the geometric distribution of lifetimes. Each period there will be a unit mass of young workers looking for a job, so the recruiting cost per worker will be $c_t$. The hired workers work next period. The rest drop out of the economy. The value of hiring a worker will be either $\lambda^H = \beta f(1-w)g(h)$, if everyone hires, or $\lambda^L = \beta f(1-w)g(0)$ if no one hires, with $\lambda^L < \lambda^H$. (Mixing equilibria are assumed away.) The random cost parameter $c_t$ is either $c^H$ or $c^L$, with $c^H < c^L$. (Mnemonically, the low cost $c^H$ leads to high employment.)

The firm needs to know four probabilities:

- $p^s = \text{prob} (c_t = c^H | s_t = s); \quad s = L, H,$ and
- $q^s = \text{prob} (\theta_t = h | s_t = s); \quad s = L, H.$

In a rational—expectations animal—spirits equilibrium, $p^L = p^H = \bar{p}$, $q^L = 0$ and $q^H = 1$, where:

$$c = (1 - \bar{p})c^L + \bar{p}c^H.$$

Out of rational—expectations equilibrium the firm knows the values of $\lambda^L$, $\lambda^H$, $c^L$, and $c^H$, but not the probabilities $(p^s, q^s)$. It believes that these probabilities are constant over time.
This belief is correct in the case of the p's, and will be correct eventually with respect to the q's as well if the economy gets to a rational–expectations equilibrium. It starts with independent diffuse priors over each of the probabilities; i.e. with a uniform subjective distribution on [0,1] on each probability. It then updates these priors each period using Bayes Rule.

Let \((p_t^L, p_t^H, q_t^L, q_t^H)\) denote the expected value of \((p, q)\) according to the beliefs at date t. Then each period the observation of \((c_t, \theta_t)\) will provide information useful in updating \((p_t^H, q_t^H)\) if \(s_t = H\), or \((p_t^L, q_t^L)\) if \(s_t = L\). But the independence of priors implies that the observation provides no information that can be used for updating the probabilities associated with the state that was not observed. It follows from well–known results on Bayesian estimation of the parameter of a binomial distribution that:

\[
(p_t^s, q_t^s) = \frac{m_t^s + 1}{\tau_t^s + 2}, \quad s = L, H \quad t = 1, 2, ...
\]

where \(\tau_t^s\) is the number of times up to and including \((t - 1)\) at which the state \(s\) has been observed, \(m_t^s\) is the number of those times at which the cost \(c^H\) has also been observed, and \(k_t^s\) the number of times when other firms have recruited in state \(s\).

Consider a firm at the beginning of period t, having observed \(s_t = s\). The firm's expected profits are:

\[
\pi(p_t^s, q_t^s) = q_t^s \lambda^H + (1 - q_t^s) \lambda^L - (p_t^s c^H + (1 - p_t^s c^L),
\]

if it hires, and zero if not. Define the recruitment region:

\[
R = \{(p,q) \mid \pi(p,q) > 0\}
\]

and the nonrecruitment region:

\[
N = \{(p,q) \mid \pi(p,q) < 0\}.
\]

The firm will recruit if \((p_t^s, q_t^s) \in R\), and not if \((p_t^s, q_t^s) \in N\).

In order to make an animal–spirits cycle possible, we assume

\[
c^H < \lambda^L < c < \lambda^H < c^L
\]

This set of assumptions is equivalent to \((\bar{p},1) \in R\), \((\bar{p},0) \in N\) \((1,0) \in R\) and \((0,1) \in N\). The first two ensure that an animal–spirits cycle is a rational–expectations equilibrium. That is, if firms
have correct beliefs about the probability \( p \) that \( c_t = c^H \), then they recruit if and only if the others recruit. The second two assumptions ensure that there are values of \( p \) in which the expectation concerning other firms is irrelevant. If \( p \) is close enough to 1 (resp. 0), then a firm recruits (does not recruit) regardless of \( q \). The value \( \bar{q} \), defined by \( \pi(\bar{p}, \bar{q}) = 0 \), is important in what follows. From assumption (9):

\[
\bar{q} = \frac{c}{\lambda H} - \frac{\lambda L}{\lambda H - \lambda L} \in (0,1).
\]

Assumption (9) and the regions \( R \) and \( N \) are illustrated in Figure 2.

The Bayesian updating rule allows a simple geometric description of the evolution of beliefs:

**Lemma 1:** If \( (p_t^s, q_t^s) \in R \) and \( s_t = s \), then

\[
(p_{t+1}^s, q_{t+1}^s) = \begin{cases} 
\left( \frac{\tau + 2}{\tau + 3} p_t^s, q_t^s \right) + (1 - \frac{\tau + 2}{\tau + 3}) (0,1) & \text{if } c_t = c^L \\
\left( \frac{\tau + 2}{\tau + 3} p_t^s, q_t^s \right) + (1 - \frac{\tau + 2}{\tau + 3}) (1,1) & \text{if } c_t = c^H
\end{cases}
\]

\((*)\)

Similarly, if \( (p_t^s, q_t^s) \in N \) and \( s_t = s \)

\[
(p_{t+1}^s, q_{t+1}^s) = \begin{cases} 
\left( \frac{\tau + 2}{\tau + 3} p_t^s, q_t^s \right) + (1 - \frac{\tau + 2}{\tau + 3}) (0,0) & \text{if } c_t = c^L \\
\left( \frac{\tau + 2}{\tau + 3} p_t^s, q_t^s \right) + (1 - \frac{\tau + 2}{\tau + 3}) (1,0) & \text{if } c_t = c^H
\end{cases}
\]

\((**)\)

**Proof:** Suppose \( (p_t^s, q_t^s) = \left( \frac{m+1}{\tau + 2}, \frac{k+1}{\tau + 2} \right) \in R \). Since all firms recruit, \( q_{t+1}^s = \frac{k+2}{\tau + 3} \) and

\[
p_{t+1}^s = \begin{cases} 
\frac{m+2}{\tau + 3} & \text{if } c_{t+1} = c^H \\
\frac{m+1}{\tau + 3} & \text{if } c_{t+1} = c^L
\end{cases}
\]

and \((*)\) follows immediately, \((**)\) is similar. \( \Box \)

Lemma 1 shows that posterior beliefs on \( (p_t^s, q_t^s) \), after a new observation \( s_t = s \) arises, always lie on a line segment connecting the prior beliefs with one of the four corners, as illustrated in Figure 3.
Remark: Beginning at any \((p, q)\) in the interior of \([0, 1]^2\), there is a positive probability of changing regions. Suppose \((p_t^S, q_t^S) \in R\). Referring to Figure 3, subsequent beliefs, if \(s_t = s\) and \(c_t = c^L\), are at a point like B. A long enough string of \(c^L\)'s, therefore, will force beliefs into N. Similarly, beginning in N, a long string of \(c^H\) observations will eventually send beliefs into R. By the same reasoning, there is a positive probability of entering any given neighborhood of the corner \((1, 1)\) or \((0, 0)\).

Because \(p_t^S\) is the mean of a set of independent binomial random variables, \(p_t^S\) eventually goes to \(\bar{p}\). Define two rectangles

\[
B_R = \{(p, q) : \bar{p} < p \leq 1, \bar{q} \leq q \leq 1\} \subset R
\]

\[
B_N = \{(p, q) : 0 \leq p < \bar{p}, 0 \leq q \leq \bar{q}\} \subset N
\]

These rectangles (shown in Figure 4) have the following property. To exit R and enter N, starting at \((p_t^S, q_t^S) \in B_R\), at some point along the way \(p_t^S < \bar{p}\). Similarly, to exit N starting at \((p_t^S, q_t^S) \in B_N\), \(p_t^S > \bar{p}\) at some time \(t_0 > t\). It turns out, with positive probability, that this does not occur. To show this, we need a technical lemma, proved in Appendix B.

**Lemma 2:** Let \(x_t \in \{0, 1\}\) be an iid sequence of Bernoulli random variables, with \(\text{Prob}(x_t = 1) = p\) and \(a > p\). Let \(y_T = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} x_t\). Then \(\text{Prob}(\forall n(y_n \leq a)) > 0\).

**Theorem:** There is a positive probability that

\[(p_t^H, q_t^H) \rightarrow (\bar{p}, 1)\]

and

\[(p_t^L, q_t^L) \rightarrow (\bar{p}, 0),\]

that is, an animal–spirits cycle arises and persists forever.

**Proof:** Note that \((p_t^H, q_t^H)\) and \((p_t^L, q_t^L)\) are, by construction, independent of each other. Thus, we need only show a positive probability that \((p_t^H, q_t^H) \rightarrow (\bar{p}, 1)\) and a positive probability that \((p_t^L, q_t^L) \rightarrow (\bar{p}, 0)\).
Note that by the Remark there is a positive probability that \((p_t^H, q_t^H) \in B_R\) at some point. Given a point \((p, q) \in B_R\), let \((p_0, q_0)\) represent the point on the line segment connecting \((p, q)\) to \((0,1)\) satisfying \(\pi(p_0, q_0) = 0\). This point is denoted as \(a_0\) in Figure 4. Thus, to leave \(R\) starting at \((p, q)\), it is necessary that \(p_T \leq p_0 < \bar{p}\) at some time \(T > t\). But we know from Lemma 2 that

\[
\text{Prob}\{(\forall T > t) p_T > p_0\} > 0.
\]

Thus, there is a positive probability that, once in \(B_R\), beliefs remain in \(R\). This, in turn, forces \(q_t^H \to 1\). By the law of large numbers \(p_t^H \to \bar{p}\).

Proof that \((p_t^L, q_t^L) \to (\bar{p}, 0)\) with positive probability is analogous. Q.E.D.

5. LEARNING ANIMAL SPIRITS IN THE FULL MODEL

Consider now the full model in which workers are subject to the constant death rate \(\delta\). The intrinsic labour–market dynamics are more complicated than in the simplified model because the effect of the hiring intensity \(\theta_t\) on employment, and hence on the current costs and benefits of hiring, are not confined to a single period. Nevertheless, the stability analysis of the previous section goes through with only minor modifications.

Assume again that people know everything about the economy except for the probabilities \((p, q)\), which people believe to be a vector of constants, and that their expectations of \((p, q)\), evolve according to (8). The value of \(\lambda_t\) implied by these beliefs (the value consistent with (2)) is \(\tilde{\lambda}(n_t^L, q_t^L, q_t^H)\), where \(\tilde{\lambda}\) is the solution to the functional equation:

\[
\tilde{\lambda}(n, s, q^L, q^H) = \beta(1 - \delta)\{f(1-w)[q^s g(n^H(n)) + (1-q^s)g(n^L(n))] \\
+ \sum_{j=1}^{H} a^{sj}\{q^s \tilde{\lambda}(n^H(n), j, q^L, q^H) + (1-q^s)\tilde{\lambda}(n^L(n), j, q^L, q^H)\}.\]
\]

Note that:

\[
\tilde{\lambda} \text{ is increasing in } q^L \text{ and in } q^H,
\]

and

\[
\tilde{\lambda}(n, s, 0, 1) = \tilde{\lambda}(n, s).
\]
Define the vector of probabilities: \( b_t = (p_t^L, p_t^H, q_t^L, q_t^H) \). The expected profitability of hiring in state \( s \) is:

\[
\pi^s(n_t, b_t) = \lambda(n_t, s, q_t^L, q_t^H) - [p_t^s c^H + (1 - p_t^s) c^L](1 - n_t).
\]

The animal–spirits cycle will persist as long as \( b_t \) lies in the set:

\[
B = \{ b \in [0,1]^4 | \pi^L(n,b) < 0 < \pi^H(n,b) \text{ for all } n \in [0,n^H] \}.
\]

It follows from (6), (7) and (12) that:

\[
(13) \quad (\bar{p}, \bar{p}, 0, 1) \in B.
\]

Also, there exists \( \bar{b} \in (0,1)^4 \) such that \( \bar{p}^H < \bar{p} < \bar{p}^L \) and \( B^* \subset B \), where

\[
B^* = \{ b \in [0,1]^4 | (p_t^L, q_t^L) < (\bar{p}^L, \bar{q}^L) \text{ and } (p_t^H, q_t^H) > (\bar{p}^H, \bar{q}^H) \}.
\]

If \( B^* \) is entered, the animal–spirits cycle will be observed. By (8) \( q_t^L \) will be nonincreasing and \( q_t^H \) nondecreasing. So \( b_t \) will remain in \( B^* \), and the animal–spirits cycle will persist, for at least as long as \( p_t^L < \bar{p}^L \) and \( p_t^H > \bar{p}^H \). By Lemma 1 there is a positive probability that this will happen forever. It remains to show that there is a positive probability of entering \( B^* \). To this end, assume the analogue of (9):

\[
(9') \quad \forall \ n \in [0,n^H] : \quad c^H/(1-n) < \lambda(n,h,0,0) \text{ and } c^L/(1-n) > \lambda(n,L,1,1)
\]

Equivalently, \( \pi^L(n; 0, 1, 1, 1) < 0 < \pi^H(n; 0, 1, 0, 0) \) for all \( n \in [0,n^H] \). It follows from (9') and (11) that there is a pair \( (\bar{p}^L, \bar{p}^H) \in (0,1)^2 \) such that

\[
(13) \quad \pi^H(n;b) < 0 < \pi^L(n;b) \text{ whenever } p^L < \bar{p}^L \text{ and } p^H > \bar{p}^H.
\]

It follows from (8) that starting from \( b_0 = (\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}) \), a long enough string of \( s_t = L, c_t = c^L \) will make \( p_t^L < \bar{p}^L \) in finite time. Let the string continue. By (13) and the fact that \( \partial \pi^L/\partial p^H = 0, \theta_0 = 0 \) will be observed. According to (8), \( (p_t^L, q_t^L) < (\bar{p}^L, \bar{q}^L) \) in finite time. Now let the string be succeeded by a string of \( s_t = H, c_t = c^H \). By the same reasoning, \( (p_t^H, q_t^H) > (\bar{p}^H, \bar{q}^H) \) in finite time. Therefore there is positive probability that \( b_t \in B^* \) in finite time, and positive probability that the animal–spirits cycle will persist forever.
6. CONCLUSION

We have presented a rational-expectations model of business cycles driven by animal spirits. The path of aggregate employment switches randomly between an optimistic path, with firms hiring, and a pessimistic path, with firms not hiring. Waves of optimism and pessimism are self-fulfilling because of a thin-market externality that makes production more profitable when others are producing a lot. The externality is assumed to work through the transaction-technology, but could be interpreted equally well as a production-externality.

Although the model makes several very special assumptions it also has several advantages over existing "sunspot" models. It does not rely upon any implausibly large effect of inflation on the voluntary supply decision of workers to make employment fluctuate, or upon a perversely-sloped supply relationship. Unemployment arises naturally because of the assumption of costly search and recruiting. The behaviour of real wages \( wfg(n_t) \) is procyclical, as is the behaviour of productivity \( fg(n_t) \). Employment exhibits positive serial correlation, instead of the negative correlation characteristic of the two-state Markov model of Azariadis.

We have also shown that the animal spirits cycle is potentially stable under Bayesian learning. If people start with diffuse priors there is a positive probability that accidental correlations during the early stages of learning could lead them forever into the self-fulfilling beliefs of the animal-spirits cycle.

There are other possible explanations for how people might come to use extraneous variables as leading indicators. For example, consider an agricultural economy, where output depends on weather, which in turn is correlated with sunspots. Suppose this economy switches to manufacturing, which does not depend on weather. People will remember a correlation between output (and hence per unit production costs) and sunspots. Under the assumptions of this paper, this correlation may persist, even though any real connection between sunspots and production has vanished. Like Pavlov's dog, who continued to display the expectation of food (salivation) when the bell rang long after food was not forthcoming, the economy will continue
to condition on a variable that is no longer correlated with any real shock. Unlike Pavlov's
dog, the economy finds its expectations continue to be fulfilled.

It is hazardous to judge the likelihood of animal-spirits cycles on the basis of a simple
analysis like this. The events that lead to a perpetual cycle may appear to have low
probability. However, the probability would be increased if animal spirits had a real effect on
costs. An unusually high correlation early in the learning process could make people condition
their selection of equilibria as well as their marginal choices on such a variable. Furthermore,
there is no end to the number of potential extrinsic conditioning variables. The likely of a
spurious correlation with at least one of them leading to an equilibrium that conditions on it is
of course much higher than the likelihood of conditioning on any given variable.
APPENDIX A

To verify the example in section 2, define:

\[ \varphi^i(n) = \lambda^i(n)(1 - n)/c; \quad i = L, H, \quad n \in [0,1]. \]

It suffices to show that:

\[
\max_{[0,n^H]} \varphi^L(n) < 1 < \min_{[0,n^H]} \varphi^H(n).
\]

From the definition of \( \lambda^L(\cdot) \):

\[
\varphi^L(n) = \left( \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \beta^j (1 - \delta)^j f(1 - w)(1 - \delta)^j n/(1 + \epsilon) \right) (1 - n)/c
\]

\[
= \frac{f(1-w)n(1-n)\beta(1-\delta)^2}{(1+\epsilon)c[1 - \beta(1-\delta)^2]},
\]

which is maximized at \( n = 1/2 \). Therefore:

\[
\max_{[0,n^H]} \varphi^L(n) \leq \varphi^L(1/2) = \frac{f(1-w)\beta(1-\delta)^2}{4c[1 - \beta(1-\delta)^2]} (1+\epsilon)^{-1} = (1+\epsilon)^{-1} < 1.
\]

Likewise, by the definition of \( \lambda^H(\cdot) \):

\[
\varphi^H(n) = \left( \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \beta^j (1 - \delta)^j f(1 - w) n^H/(1 + \epsilon) \right) (1 - n)/c
\]

which is strictly decreasing in \( n \). Since \( n^H = (1-\delta) \):

\[
\min_{[0,n^H]} \varphi^H(n) = \varphi^H(n^H)
\]

\[
= \varphi^H(1-\delta)
\]

\[
= \frac{f(1-w)(1-\delta) \beta(1-\delta) \delta}{(1+\epsilon)[1 - \beta(1-\delta)]c}
\]

\[
= \frac{f(1-w)\beta(1-\delta)^2}{4c[1 - \beta(1-\delta)^2]} \left[ \frac{1-\beta(1-\delta)^2}{1-\beta(1-\delta)} \right] \frac{4\delta}{1+\epsilon}
\]

\[
= \left[ \frac{1-\beta(1-\delta)^2}{1-\beta(1-\delta)} \right] \frac{4\delta}{1+\epsilon}
\]

\[
> \frac{4\delta}{1+\epsilon}
\]

\[
> 1.
\]
APPENDIX B

Lemma: Let $x_t \in \{0,1\}$ be an iid sequence of Bernoulli random variables, with $\text{Prob}(x_t = 1) = p$, and $a > p$. Let $y_T = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} x_t$. Then $\text{Prob}(\forall n)(y_n \leq a) > 0$.

Proof: First note that

$$\alpha_n = \text{Prob}(y_{n+1} \leq a | y_n \leq a)$$

$$= 1 - p + p \text{Prob}(\frac{1}{n+1}(ny_n + 1) \leq a | y_n \leq a)$$

$$= 1 - p + p \text{Prob}(y_n \leq \frac{1}{n}(n+1)a - 1) | y_n \leq a)$$

$$= 1 - p + p \frac{\text{Prob}(y_n \leq a - \frac{1-a}{n})}{\text{Prob}(y_n \leq a)}$$

$$= 1 - p(1 - \frac{\text{Prob}(a - \frac{1-a}{n} \leq y_n \leq a)}{\text{Prob}(y_n \leq a)})$$

For large $n$, we may use a normal approximation to obtain ($\sigma = \sqrt{p(1-p)}$)

$$\text{Prob}(a - \frac{1-a}{n} \leq y_n \leq a)$$

$$= \text{Prob}(\frac{a - p - \frac{1-a}{n}}{\sigma/\sqrt{n}} \leq z \leq \frac{a - p}{\sigma/\sqrt{n}})$$

$$\leq \frac{\sqrt{n}}{\sigma} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-1/2\sigma^2 (a - p - \frac{1-a}{n})^2}$$

This inequality arises by using the maximum point on the density in the interval $(a - \frac{1-a}{n}, a)$.

Now, employ Chebyshev to obtain

$$\text{Prob}(y_n \leq a) = \text{Prob}(z \leq \frac{\sqrt{n}}{\sigma}(a - p))$$

$$\geq 1 - \frac{1}{\sigma^2 (a - p)^2}$$

(*)
Thus

\[
\alpha_n \geq 1 - p \frac{\sqrt{n}}{\sigma} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \frac{1}{1 - \left[\frac{n^2}{\sigma^2}(a - p)^2\right]^{-1}} e^{-1/2\left[\frac{\sqrt{n}}{\sigma}(a - p - \frac{1-a}{n})\right]^2} = 1 - p\beta_n
\]

The object is to show that

\[
\prod_{n=1}^{\infty} \alpha_n > 0
\]

which is equivalent to

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \log \alpha_n > -\infty.
\]

Since log is concave,

\[
0 = \log(1) \leq \log(1 - p\beta) + \frac{1}{1-p\beta} p\beta
\]

Therefore, a sufficient condition is

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{-p\beta_n}{1 - p\beta_n} > -\infty
\]

or

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{\beta_n}{1 - p\beta_n} < \infty.
\]

Now

\[
\beta_n = \frac{\sqrt{n}}{\sigma} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \frac{1}{1 - \left[\frac{n^2}{\sigma^2}(a - p)^2\right]^{-1}} e^{-1/2\left[\frac{\sqrt{n}}{\sigma}(a - p - \frac{1-a}{n})\right]^2}
\]

is decreasing in n. Thus, a sufficient condition is

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \beta_n < \infty
\]

which is obviously satisfied, as the \(e^{-n}\) term outweighs all other terms in n, insuring the partial sums converge.
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FOOTNOTES

* Helpful comments were received on an earlier draft from Robert Clower, Charles Evans, and participants at numerous seminars, especially the Caltech evening workshop. None of these bears responsibility for the final product.

1 For summaries of evidence on these issues, see Blanchard and Fischer (1989, pp. 181, 193, 341–6).

2 This time series representation is similar to the one for which Hamilton (1989) found evidence in U.S. quarterly GNP data. Boldin (1989) found that a representation of GNP and unemployment based on the model below fits U.S. data quite well.

3 Woodford (1987) showed that convergence occurs in the Azariadis model, but Evans shows that this result is not robust. If people begin looking at another extraneous conditioning variable then their expectations will not converge to the original equilibrium.

4 Since $E_t c_t$ is not a rational expectation when firms are learning therefore $E_t c_t$ is not always equal to $c$.

5 The existence, uniqueness, and continuity of the function $\hat{\lambda}$ are ensured by the contraction–mapping theorem (see, for example, Sargent 1987, pp. 343–4). Specifically, the right side of (5) defines a contraction mapping with modulus $\beta(1-\delta)$ on the complete space of continuous functions $\lambda: K \rightarrow R_+$ with metric $d(\lambda, \lambda') \equiv \max \{|\lambda(x) - \lambda'(x)| \text{ subject to } x \in K\}$. The same statements apply to the functions $\hat{\lambda}$ described by (10) below.

6 Thus an ASC can be a rational expectations equilibrium when probabilities of change $(a^L, a^H)$ are small enough, whereas the argument of Azariadis shows the same in an overlapping–generations model when those probabilities are large enough. Accordingly our model need not imply the high–frequency oscillations in employment that would tend to be exhibited by the Azariadis model. It is also worth noting that our existence argument is quite different from that of Woodford (1988), which involves randomizing expectations in the neighbourhood of a stationary state where the perfect–foresight dynamics would yield indeterminacy.
7. **Proof:** By the continuity of $\bar{\lambda}$ (see footnote 5), $B$ is open relative to $[0,1]^4$. By this and (13) there is an $\varepsilon$–neighbourhood $N$ of $(\bar{p},\bar{q},0,1)$ such that $N \subset B$. Define $\bar{b} = (\bar{p}+\varepsilon, \bar{p}−\varepsilon, \varepsilon, 1−\varepsilon)$ in the closure of $N$. Define $B^*$ in accordance with $\bar{b}$. We just need to show that $B^* \subset B$.

Take any $b \in B^*$. Then for all $n \in [0,n^H]$: 

$$\pi^L(n,b) = \bar{\lambda}(n,L,q^L,q^H) - \left[(p^Lc^H + (1−p^L)c^L)/(1−n)\right]$$

$$< \bar{\lambda}(n,L,q^L,q^H) - \left[(\bar{p}^Lc^H + (1−\bar{p}^L)c^H)/(1−n)\right], \text{because } p^L < \bar{p}^L$$

$$= \pi^L(n; \bar{p}^L, \bar{p}^H, q^L, q^H)$$

$$< 0, \text{because } (\bar{p}^L, \bar{p}^H, q^L, q^H) \in N;$$

and, by analogous reasoning, $\pi^H(n,b) > 0$. \(\Box\)

8. Obviously there is also a positive probability that the economy will converge to either the optimistic or the pessimistic path; i.e. that people will learn to ignore the animal spirits.

By the same token, if an ASC were disturbed by people beginning to observe a second, independent, extrinsic random variable there is a positive probability that they would learn to ignore that second variable; i.e., that the economy would remain in the original ASC. Thus the model is immune to Evans’s (1989) criticism of Woodford (see footnote 3 above).
Figure 1. An example in which both the pessimistic and optimistic paths are perfect foresight equilibria.
Figure 2.
Figure 3. Starting at \((p_1, q_1) \in R\), the subsequent state must lie on the line segment connecting \((p_1, q_1)\) to \((1,1)\) at \(A\), if \(c_t = c^H\), or to \((0,1)\) at \(B\) if \(c_t = c^L\).

Similarly, starting at \((p_2, q_2) \in N\), the subsequent state is on the line segment connecting \((p_2, q_2)\) to \((1,0)\) at \(C\) if \(c_t = c^H\) or \((0,0)\) at \(D\) if \(c_t = c^L\).
Figure 4. Illustration of $B_R$, $B_N$. Note that, to leave $R$ starting at $A \in B_R$, it is necessary that $p_t^s < \bar{p}$ somewhere along the way. Similarly, to leave $N$ starting at $C \in B_N$, $p_t^s > \bar{p}$ is necessary.